Metabolic engineering of Chinese hamster ovary cells: Towards a bioengineered heparin
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A B S T R A C T

Heparin is the most widely used pharmaceutical to control blood coagulation in modern medicine. A health crisis that took place in 2008 led to a demand for production of heparin from non-animal sources. Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells, commonly used mammalian host cells for production of foreign pharmaceutical proteins in the biopharmaceutical industry, are capable of producing heparan sulfate (HS), a related polysaccharide naturally. Since heparin and HS share the same biosynthetic pathway, we hypothesized that heparin could be produced in CHO cells by metabolic engineering. Based on the expression of endogenous enzymes in the HS/heparin pathways of CHO-S cells, human N-deacetylase/N-sulfotransferase (NDST2) and mouse heparan sulfate 3-O-sulfotransferase 1 (Hs3st1) genes were transfected sequentially into CHO host cells growing in suspension culture. Transfectants were screened using quantitative RT-PCR and Western blotting. Out of 120 clones expressing NDST2 and Hs3st1, 2 clones, Dual-3 and Dual-29, were selected for further analysis. An antithrombin III (ATIII) binding assay using flow cytometry, designed to recognize a key sugar structure characteristic of heparin, indicated that Hs3st1 transfection was capable of increasing ATIII binding. An anti-factor Xa assay, which affords a measure of anticoagulant activity, showed a significant increase in activity in the dual-expressing cell lines. Disaccharide analysis of the engineered HS showed a substantial increase in N-sulfogroups, but did not show a pattern consistent with pharmacological heparin, suggesting that further balancing the expression of transgenes with the expression levels of endogenous enzymes involved in HS/heparin biosynthesis might be necessary.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Heparin is a highly sulfated, linear glycosaminoglycan (GAG) which consists of repeated disaccharides, L-iduronic acid (IdoA) or o-glucuronic acid (GlcA) and N-acetyl-o-glucosamine (GlcNAc). Heparin chains are polydisperse (molecular weight: 5000–40,000) and contain significant sequence heterogeneity (Ahsan et al., 1995). Fully sulfated heparin chains are composed of uniform, repeating sequences of trisulfated disaccharides whereas heparin chains having intermediate level of sulfation (2.5 sulfu groups per disaccharide) are composed of long segments of fully sulfated sequences with intervening undersulfated domains (Fig. 1). Heparin is widely used clinically as an anticoagulant, particularly for surgery and kidney dialysis. However, in early 2008, there was a marked increase in serious adverse events associated with heparin therapy, with thousands of patients who showed severe symptoms such as rash, angioedema, hypotension, and tachycardia, and nearly 100 associated deaths in the United States alone. After thorough investigation, it was discovered that the heparin injected into patients had been contaminated by oversulfated GAGs (Guerrini et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2010), highlighting the potential risks of contamination from the current methods of heparin production.
Currently, heparin is extracted from animal tissues such as porcine intestines or bovine lungs. In addition to possible contamination, lot-to-lot variation is also a limitation in heparin extraction because factors such as animal-care conditions affect heparin quality and composition. In addition, the supply of animal tissues is limited, while the demand for heparin is increasing. Moreover, there is a risk of the presence of infectious agents (e.g., prions or viruses) in heparin prepared from animal tissues. Therefore, it would be preferable to produce heparin under conditions where the quality and quantity of heparin could be controlled. Thus, the situation for heparin production today is akin to the production of biological proteins and peptides such as insulin before the advent of recombinant DNA technology.

Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells, the most widely used cells for therapeutic protein production, are good candidates for production of a bioengineered heparin. They express many of the enzymes involved in glycosylation; they are relatively safe from biological contamination such as viruses, and they can be adapted to suspension culture and easily scaled up. More importantly, CHO cells produce heparan sulfate (HS), a less sulfated GAG that has same basic disaccharide units as heparin, which is typically made by connective tissue type (serosal) mast cells. HS plays many important roles in physiological and pathophysiological processes including angiogenesis (Fuster and Wang, 2010), development (Hacken et al., 2005; Yamaguchi et al., 2010), cell adhesion and proliferation (Tumova et al., 2000), inflammation (Wang et al., 2005), and viral and bacterial infection (Spear et al., 1992) through its interaction with chemokines, cytokines, and growth factor receptors (Bishop et al., 2007). HS has considerably lower anticoagulant activity than heparin (Marcum and Rosenberg, 1987), but both are mediated through the interaction of a unique pentasaccharide motif (an antithrombin (ATIII) binding site), with ATIII, a serine-protease inhibitor (Capila and Rohlich, 1980; Martynova et al., 2005). After rats were sacrificed based on a modification of widely used methods for mast cell isolation and staining (Gustafson and Pihl, 1967; Nemeth and Rohlich, 1980; Martynova et al., 2005). After rats were sacrificed by CO2 fixation and decapitation, their abdomens were skinned, Rohlich, 1980; Martynova et al., 2005). After rats were sacrificed based on a modification of widely used methods for mast cell isolation and staining (Gustafson and Pihl, 1967; Nemeth and Rohlich, 1980; Martynova et al., 2005). After rats were sacrificed by CO2 fixation and decapitation, their abdomens were skinned, followed by injection of ~60 ml of sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS). After a gentle massage of the abdomen, the injected buffer was collected and centrifuged at 120g for 10 min. The pellets were re-suspended in 0.5 ml of PBS and layered on the top of a preformed

**Fig. 1.** The structures of the major (A) and variable (B) repeating disaccharides comprising heparin, where X=SO$_3$**-** or H and Y=SO$_3$**-** or COCH$_3$.

of the chains, resulting in O-sulfo poor and GlcNAc, GlcA-rich chains (Casu, 1985; Nairn et al., 2007). Many of the enzymes involved in HS biosynthesis have multiple isozymes, which have tissue-specific and developmentally regulated expression (Bai et al., 1999). All of the known enzymes involved in the HS pathway have been cloned and the genes coding for them have been identified from a variety of organisms, including some from Chinese hamster. The expression pattern and activity level of these isozymes presumably determines which particular form of HS will be synthesized.

Wild type CHO-K1 cells produce simple, less sulfated HS as they lack certain biosynthetic enzymes or exploit different isozymes in comparison with mast cells, which are the native site of heparin production. Moreover, CHO cells produce a lower amount of HS compared to other cultured cells such as fibroblasts and some tumor cell lines (Zhang et al., 2006). CHO cells reportedly express two out of four N-deacetylase/N-sulfotransferases (Ndst), two out of three heparan sulfate 6-O-sulfotransferases (Hs6st) and none of seven heparan sulfate 3-O-sulfotransferases (Hs3st) (Zhang et al., 2006). CHO cells have been widely used to study different aspects of glycosylation. Mutants lacking certain biosynthetic enzymes were used to determine the components of the HS biosynthetic pathway and their order within the pathway (Zhang et al., 2006). However, CHO cells lack or weakly express Hs3sts and do not produce HS that binds or activates ATIII. Introduction of Hs3st1 or Hs3st5 into CHO cells bestowed ATIII binding activity upon HS produced in the cells (Zhang et al., 2001a,b; Duncan et al., 2004), indicating that they have the capacity to generate the ATIII-precursor sequence.

Although many glycosylation-related enzymes related to GAG pathways have been engineered into or genetically inactivated in CHO cells to determine their functions (Bame and Esko, 1989; Bai and Esko, 1996; Zhang et al., 2001a,b), there have been no published efforts to produce heparin in CHO cells. Since heparin and HS share a common biosynthetic pathway, we hypothesized that CHO cells could be metabolically engineered to produce heparin. In this work, we evaluated the expression levels of metabolic enzymes and isozymes involved in the biosynthetic pathway of HS/heparin. We then employed genetic engineering to construct stable cell lines that expressed the relevant enzymes. Finally, the structure and activity of the engineered HS was characterized.

### 2. Materials and methods

All chemicals and media were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA) or Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA) and used without modification, CHO-S cells (Invitrogen) and dual NDST2 and Hs3st1 expressing cell lines were routinely seeded at 2 × 10$^5$ cells/ml in 125 ml polycarbonate Erlenmeyer flasks (Corning, Corning, NY) containing 30 ml of culture medium (described in Section 2.2.) and cultured on orbital shakers agitated at 125 rpm in a humidified 37°C incubator with 5% CO$_2$.

#### 2.1. Evaluation of the expression of HS/heparin biosynthetic enzymes by RT-PCR

**2.1.1. Isolation of rat mast cells**

Peritoneal rat mast cells were isolated from ~6-week old adult rats based on a modification of widely used methods for mast cell isolation and staining (Gustafson and Pihl, 1967; Nemeth and Rohlich, 1980; Martynova et al., 2005). After rats were sacrificed by CO$_2$ fixation and decapitation, their abdomens were skinned, followed by injection of ~60 ml of sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS). After a gentle massage of the abdomen, the injected buffer was collected and centrifuged at 120g for 10 min. The pellets were re-suspended in 0.5 ml of PBS and layered on the top of a preformed
88% Percoll gradient and centrifuged at 450g for 15 min. The mast-cell-containing fraction, which occupied the lower part of the tube, was collected. The presence of the mast cells was confirmed by staining with 0.005% Ruthenium red. The 88% Percoll gradient was prepared by dilution of a 100% Percoll gradient with 1X RPMI-1640. The 100% Percoll gradient was made by adding 10 ml of 10X RPMI-1640 containing 200 mM HEPEs/1 M NaOH to 90 ml of commercial Percoll solution (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ). The tubes were then centrifuged at 12,000g for 30 min at 4 °C to make the gradient.

2.1.2. RNA extraction, RT-PCR reaction

Total RNA was extracted from the mast cells isolated from 6 rats and from 4 x 10⁶ CHO-S cells using RNeasy mini kits (Qiagen, Germantown, MD) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The amount of RNA was assessed by NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 60–90 ng of total RNA per sample was used in reverse transcription and polymerase chain reactions using a SuperScript III Platinum One-Step RT-PCR kit (Invitrogen). A list of primers used is given in Supplementary Table S1. RT-PCR products were separated and visualized by agarose gel electrophoresis using ethidium bromide.

2.2. Transfection and selection of NDST2 and Hs3st1 expressing cell lines

The human NDST2 gene (GenBank: BC035711.1, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was amplified using a primer pair, which includes BamHI and NotI restriction enzyme sites (forward primer: 5′-GAGCT CGGATCCCATATGCTCATCAGITGCAGAGTTGCTG-3′; reverse primer: 5′-CTCGAGGCGGCCGTCATGCGGCACTGCTAGATCGT-3′) and inserted into the pcDNA3.1/Neo expression vector (Invitrogen). The mouse Hs3t1 gene, kindly provided by Professor Jian Liu at University of North Carolina (Xu et al., 2008), was cut by EcoRI and Xhol restriction enzymes and inserted into the pcDNA3.1/Zeo expression vector (Invitrogen). CHO-S cells (2 x 10⁶ cells) were transfected with the NDST2 gene using a Nucleofector® II (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) according to the manufacturer’s instructions (kit V, program U-024). The transfected cells were seeded at 6.7 x 10⁶ cells/ml and incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO₂ in static 6-well plate cultures (Corning) for 24 h after transfection. Next, the cells (10⁶ cells/ml) were seeded into ClonCell®-TCS Medium (STEMCELL Technologies, Vancouver, Canada) supplemented with 1 mg/ml of Geneticin® (Invitrogen) and grown at 37 °C and 5% CO₂ for two weeks. Selected NDST2 expressing cell clones were then transfected with the Hs3st1 gene and inoculated into semi-solid medium supplemented with 1 mg/ml of Geneticin® and 500 μg/ml of Zeocin® (Invitrogen) in the same manner as for the development of NDST2 expressing cell lines. The host CHO-S cell line and dual NDST2 and Hs3st1 expressing cell lines were maintained in CD CHO medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 8 mM GlutaMAX® (Invitrogen) and 15 ml of hypoxanthine/thymidine solution per 500 ml of medium (HT, Mediatech, Manassas, VA). In addition, 1 mg/ml of Geneticin® and 500 μg/ml of Zeocin® were added to the medium for dual-expressing cell lines.

2.3. Screening of NDST2/Hs3st1 transfected cell lines by RT-PCR and immunoblotting

RT-PCR was conducted as described above for wild-type CHO-S cells. For total protein extraction, exponentially growing cells were lysed in Nonidet-P40 lysis buffer (Boston Bioproducts, Ashland, MA) on ice for 30 min in the presence of a cocktail of protease and phosphatase inhibitors, (Thermo Fisher Scientific) which contained AEBSF, aprotinin, bestatin, E-64, leupeptin, and pepstatin A. Protein concentrations were determined using BCA assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 40 μg of total protein was loaded and separated on 4–20% polyacrylamide gels (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 150 V. Tris-Hepes-SDS buffer was used as the running buffer. Proteins were transferred onto a PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA), probed with relevant primary antibodies (described below), and then detected using the appropriate HRP-conjugated secondary antibody and chemiluminescent (Super Signal West Pico ECL substrate, Thermo Fisher Scientific) exposure on high performance chemiluminescence film (Amer sham Hyperfilm ECL, GE Healthcare). The primary and secondary antibodies used are the following: rabbit anti-gamma-tubulin (T3320, Sigma-Aldrich); goat anti-Ndts2 (sc-16764), goat anti-Hs3t1 (sc-104313), goat anti-Hs6st1 (sc-109943), rabbit anti-Hs6st3 (sc-84308, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA); mouse anti-Glc (glucuronyl C5-epimerase, H00026035-B01P, Abnova, Taipei City, Taiwan); goat anti-rabbit HRP-conjugated (31460), goat anti-mouse HRP-conjugated (31430, Thermo Fisher Scientific); donkey anti-goat HRP-conjugated (sc-2060, Santa Cruz Biotechnology).

2.4. Activity analysis of engineered HS by flow cytometry

2.4.1. Fluorescent labeling of ATIII and fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2)

ATIII and FGF-2 were labeled with amine-reactive 4,4-difluoro-5-phényl-4-bora-3,4-diaza-s-indacène-3-propionic acid, succinimidyl ester (BODIPY R6G; SE, Invitrogen) as described previously (Martin et al., 2009). In brief, ATIII or FGF-2 solutions were prepared by dissolving 1 mg of ATIII or FGF-2 in 100 μl of 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate buffer. 10 μl of BODIPY R6G solution was added to the ATIII or FGF-2 solution, and the reaction mixtures were incubated in the dark at 37 °C for 1 h with continuous stirring. The reactions were stopped by adding 1 ml of sterile PBS and purified with 300 MWCO spin columns (Millipore, Bedford, MA). The concentrated BODIPY R6G-conjugated FGF-2 or ATIII (2 μl from stock solution) was diluted in 100 μl of PBS containing 10% FBS and stored at −20 °C for up to 14 days until used directly for labeling cells.

2.4.2. Immunofluorescence assays

Flow cytometry experiments were performed as described by Zhang et al. (2006) with BODIPY R6G-conjugated ATIII or FGF-2. A sample containing 10⁶ cells was washed with cold, sterile PBS containing 10% FBS and incubated with BODIPY R6G-conjugated FGF-2 or ATIII at 4 °C for 30 min in the dark. The cells were washed with sterile PBS containing 10% FBS. A minimum of 10,000 cells from each sample was analyzed on a BD LSRII flow cytometer with FITC excitation filters (530 nm, BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ). The 488-nm argon-ion laser was used for excitation and the 530/30 nm bandpass emission filter was used to detect fluorescence. The experiment was performed twice with live CHO-S, Dual-3 and Dual-29 cells and once with CHO-S and Dual-3 or CHO-S and Dual-29 cells, respectively. In total, three experiments were performed at three different time points to compare CHO-S with Dual-3 and CHO-S with Dual-29, respectively. Statistical analysis was performed on the normalized mean fluorescence with students t-test comparing CHO-S with Dual-3 or Dual-29 (n = 3).

2.5. Anticoagulant-activity analysis of bioengineered HS by anti-factor Xa assay

The anti-factor Xa anticoagulation activity was based on a chromogenic assay from a published method (Chen et al., 2005) with a heparin anti-FXa assay kit (HemosIL™, Instrumentation Laboratory, Bedford, MA). In brief, the GAGs purified as described below from CHO cell lines or a heparin standard (at various concentrations) were dissolved in Tris-EDETA buffer (50 mM Tris, 7.5 mM EDTA, and 175 mM NaCl, pH 8.4). The reaction mixture,
which consisted of 25 µl of ATIII stock solution (1 IU/ml) and 25 µl of the GAGs or heparin, was incubated at 37 °C for 2 min. 25 µl of Factor Xa (13.6 nkat/ml) was added. After incubating at 37 °C for 4 min, 25 µl of chromogenic substrate S-2765 (0.75 mg/ml) was added. The absorbance of the reaction mixture was measured at 405 nm continuously for 10 min in a 96-well plate reader (SpectraMax M5, Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA).

2.6. Disaccharide analysis of engineered HS

2.6.1. Isolation and purification of GAGs from cells and culture media

Disaccharide analysis of engineered HS/heparin was carried out as described previously (Yang et al., 2011). The cell samples were individually subjected to proteolysis at 55 °C with 10% (w/v) of actinase E (20 mg/ml in HPLC grade water, Kaken Biochemicals, Tokyo, Japan) for 20 h. After proteolysis, particulates were removed from the resulting solutions by passing each through a 0.22 µm membrane syringe filter. Samples were then concentrated using Microcon YM-10 centrifugal filter units (10 kDa molecular weight cutoff) and the HS/heparin disaccharides were recovered in the flow-through and lyophilized. The digested GAGs were desalted with YM-10 spin columns. The GAGs were lyophilized and stored at room temperature for future use.

2.6.2. Enzymatic digestion and reverse-phase ion-pairing ultra-performance liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (RP-PIPI-UPLC-MS)

The GAGs recovered from cells and media were quantified by microcarbazole assay (Zhang et al., 2009) and then used to prepare a stock solution from which 5 µg of analyte could be removed. Cloning, Escherichia coli expression, and purification of recombinant heparin lyase I (EC 4.2.2.7), heparin lyase II (no EC assigned), and heparin lyase III (EC 4.2.2.8) from Flavobacterium heparinum were performed as described previously (Godavarti et al., 1996; Yoshida et al., 2002; Shaya et al., 2006). Heparin lyase I, II, and III (5 mU each, assayed prior to use) in 5 µl of 8 M urea containing 2% CHAPS (pH 8.3) were incubated at 37 °C for 10 h to completely degrade the GAG sample. The products were recovered by centrifugal filtration using a YM-10 microcentrator, and the HS/heparin disaccharides were recovered in the flow-through and lyophilized. The digested GAG disaccharides were redissolved in water at a final concentration of 50 to 100 ng/µl for LC-MS analysis.

LC-MS analyses were performed on an Agilent 1200 LC/MSD instrument (Agilent Technologies, Wilmington, DE) equipped with a 6300 ion trap and a binary pump followed by a UV detector equipped with a high-pressure cell. The column used was an Acquity UPLC BEH C18 column (2.1 x 150 mm², 1.7 µm, Waters, Milford, MA). Eluent A was water/acetonitrile (85:15, v/v), and eluent B was water/acetonitrile (35:65, v/v). Both eluents contained 12 mM tributylamine (TrBA) and 38 mM NH₄OAc with pH adjusted to 6.5 with acetic acid. Disaccharide analysis was performed using a gradient of solution A for 10 min, followed by a linear gradient from 10 to 40 min (0–50% solution B) at a flow rate of 100 µl/min. The column effluent entered the source of the electrospray ionization (ESI)–MS for continuous detection by MS. The electrospray interface was set in negative ionization mode with a skimmer potential of −40.0 V, a capillary exit of −40.0 V, and a source temperature of 350 °C to obtain the maximum abundance of the ions in a full-scan spectrum (200–1500 Da). Nitrogen (8 L/min, 40 psi) was used as a drying and nebulizing gas.

Quantitative analysis of HS/heparin disaccharides was performed using calibration curves constructed by separation of increasing amounts of unsaturated HS/heparin disaccharide standards (2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, and 100 ng per disaccharide). Unsatuated disaccharide standards of HS/heparin (05: ΔUA-GlcNAc, NS: ΔUA-GlcNS, 6S: ΔUA-GlcNAc6S, 25: ΔUA2S-GlcNAc, N525: ΔUA2S-GlcNS, N565: ΔUA-GlcNS6S, 256S: ΔUA2S-GlcNAc6S, tris5: ΔUA2S-GlcNS6S) were obtained from Iduron (Manchester, UK). Linearity was assessed based on the amount of disaccharide and peak intensity in MS. All analyses were performed in triplicate.

3. Results

3.1. Evaluation of expression level of enzymes involved in HS/heparin biosynthesis

CHO-S host cells were first analyzed to determine the native expression levels of biosynthetic enzymes required for HS/heparin production and identify essential biosynthetic enzymes that were absent or in low abundance. Rat mast cells, a native producer of heparin, were used as a positive control. As primary mast cells do not divide in culture, they were freshly isolated from the peritoneal cavity of rats and confirmed by ruthenium red staining, a highly cationic stain (Supplementary Fig. S1). Ruthenium red binds to the HS anionic carboxyl group, allowing rapid identification of mast cells. Due to the absence of a CHO-cell or Chinese hamster genomic database at the time these studies were initiated, primer sets for RT-PCR were designed from the homologous regions of corresponding genes from mouse (Mus musculus) and long-tailed hamster (Cricetus longicaudatus). The sequences of the primer sets and the expression of the enzymes in CHO-S cells are summarized in Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Fig. S2, respectively. The RT-PCR result indicates that Ndst1, Ndst2, C5Epi, Hs2st1, Hs3st1, Hs6st1, and Hs6st3 are clearly expressed in rat mast cells (Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. S2), suggesting the necessity of these enzymes for heparin production.
biosynthesis. RT-PCR and immunoblotting results for CHO-S cells show that Ndst1, Glce, Hs2st1, Hs6st1, Hs6st2, and Hs6st3 are expressed in CHO-S cells, whereas Ndst2 and Hs3st5 expression were not detected (Supplementary Fig. S2), which is consistent with previous studies (Zhang et al., 2006). In addition, expression of Hs3st1 in CHO-S cells was not detected by RT-PCR; however, it was faintly detected by Western blotting (this difference is presumably due to a mismatch between the mouse-derived PCR probes and the unknown CHO sequence). Expression of HS biosynthetic enzymes is summarized in Table 1. The inactivation of Ndst2 in mice has a profound effect on mast-cell heparin (Forsberg et al., 1999), leading us to identify it as one of the critical enzymes for introduction into the CHO-S cells.

3.2. Development of stable NDST2 and Hs3st1 expressing cell lines

Based on the RT-PCR and immunoblotting results, NDST2 and Hs3st1 were selected for metabolic engineering. NDST2 and Hs3st1 genes were engineered sequentially since co-transfection was not successful (data not shown). At 24 h post-transfection, NDST2 transfected cells were inoculated into semi-solid media to form colonies for clonal selection. Out of 60 colonies, 10 stable cell lines were successfully established and screened by RT-PCR (Supplementary Fig. S3) and Western blotting analysis (data not shown). The NDST2-1 cell line showed the highest level of NDST2 transcription and translation among the NDST expressing clones and also sustained these expression levels for at least 30 day (Supplementary Fig. S3); therefore, it was selected for further engineering by expression of Hs3st1.

Flow cytometric analysis of ATIII and FGF-2 binding and anticoagulation assays were conducted to determine the activity of engineered HS. ATIII binding is the crucial first criterion for distinguishing HS from HP. Since HS is displayed on the cell membrane, fluorescently labeled ATIII and FGF-2 can bind to the (putative) ATIII binding site on engineered HS and to highly sulfated GAGs, respectively, and be analyzed by detecting the fluorescence. Fig. 3 shows the increase in the fluorescence signal from ATIII and FGF-2 in bioengineered Dual-3 and Dual-29 clones compared to the CHO-S cells, suggesting the biological activity of the introduced NDST2 and Hs3st1 in the clones.

Since positive control cells, which have the complete form of heparin on their cell membrane are not available (as mast cells store heparin in intracellular granules), the activity of the engineered HS could not be compared to that of heparin using the ATIII binding assay. Therefore the engineered HS was isolated and analyzed by an anti-factor Xa anticoagulation assay to determine whether the engineered HS showed increased anticoagulant activity. Since cell-membrane-bound HS proteoglycans can be shed through the action of proteases (Bernfield et al., 1999; Bartlett et al., 2007), the engineered HS was also purified from the culture medium and analyzed by the anti-factor Xa assay. As shown in Fig. 4, the HS extracted from Dual-3 and Dual-29 cell pellets shows significantly increased anticoagulation activity (7.5-fold and 6.8-fold, respectively) compared to the HS from CHO-S host cells. However, the anticoagulant activity of the dual-expressing cells is still considerably lower than that of the pharmaceutical heparin. However, the
pharmaceutical heparin has been fractionated to obtain high anticoagulant activity, whereas the bioengineered HS used in the activity assay was unfractonated, which may explain some of the difference in activity. The HS purified from culture media of Dual-3 and Dual-29 also shows markedly increased anticoagulation activity (52.9-fold and 97.2-fold, respectively) compared to CHO-S cells.

The total GAGs were isolated from cells and culture media using a three-step procedure involving protease digestion, strong anion-exchange chromatography on a spin column, followed by salt release to determine the structure of engineered HS. Purified engineered HS was digested by heparin lyase into disaccharides and analyzed by RP-IP-UPLC-MS. The amount of total GAG and HS/heparin were quantified by carbazole assay and LC-MS, respectively. The results are summarized in Table 2. PAGE analysis of the purified GAGs confirmed that they are polymeric in nature (Supplementary Fig. S5). In all samples, the amount of HS/heparin was higher than chondroitin sulfate/dermatan sulfate (CS/DS). In addition, the dual-expressing cell lines showed a significant increase (from 4.5-fold to 9-fold) in total GAGs secreted into the medium and > 350-fold increase in the amount of HS/heparin relative to the amount of CS/DS. The HS/heparin disaccharide composition of the CHO-S cell line is presented in Fig. 5. The quantitative disaccharide composition of HS/heparin was determined by calibration with disaccharide standards. For the HS/heparin isolated from the CHO-S cells, 0S (88.9%) is the major disaccharide, followed by NS (9.3%) and 6S (2.0%). Interestingly, the HS/heparin disaccharide composition of the culture medium for CHO-S cells shows a substantially different composition, with 6S (45.6%) as the predominant disaccharide, followed by 0S (20.3%), NS (18.1%), TriS (9.2%), and NS2S (6.8%) (Fig. 6). In dual-expressing cell lines, NS (88.3% in Dual-3, 83.7% in Dual-29) was the major disaccharide isolated from the cell pellets, and minor amounts of NS6S and TriS disaccharide were also detected. The major disaccharide from the culture medium for dual-expressing cells was also NS (96.3% in Dual-3 medium, 97.5% in Dual-29 medium). We could not verify the presence of a 3-O-sulfo group containing disaccharide because the action of the Hs3st1 enzyme affords a tetrasaccharide that is not cleavable by heparin lyases (Zhao et al., 2011).  

### 4. Discussion

Today, production of heparin depends upon extracting GAGs from animal tissues. Despite efforts to synthesize heparin chemically or enzymatically (Kuberan et al., 2003; Noti and Seeberger, 2005; Linhardt et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2009), the sequence diversity and structural complexity of heparin polysaccharides has to date, precluded the development of synthetic laboratory approaches. Some prokaryotic cell strains produce a non-sulfated version of HS/heparin, heparosan, which can be used as a precursor for subsequent heparin synthesis (Wang et al., 2010). However, that will require many steps of enzymatic modification and purification to obtain the relevant sulfated residues and anticoagulant activity. Therefore, a mammalian cell line was chosen as an alternative producer. Producing heparin from mammalian cells is challenging because the production of non-protein macromolecules in mammalian cells has not been investigated extensively, whereas prokaryotic strains have been employed to produce many non-protein compounds including polyketides, isopenoids, bioplastics, and biofuels (Pfeifer et al., 2001; Aldor and Keasling, 2003; Martin et al., 2003; Green, 2011).

Since HS/heparin are polysaccharides which are by nature heterogeneous, it is difficult to control their size and sequence, while protein products are precisely transcribed and translated. In addition, increased production of HS/heparin cannot be achieved by genetic amplification in the same manner used for production of most protein therapeutics. It is also necessary to identify the controlling mechanism of the heparin synthesis pathway, which is not fully understood. Moreover, while previous studies have explored CHO cell metabolism (Ahn and Antoniewicz, 2011; Nolan and Lee, 2011) and engineering CHO cells to enhance cell viability or improve recombinant protein glycosylation (Yun et al., 2007; Goh et al., 2010), there are no reports to date using metabolic engineering to produce non-protein products in CHO cells.

In this study, we used rat mast cells, natural producers of heparin, to identify the required expression of HS/heparin biosynthetic enzymes and compared it to that of CHO-S cells. We confirmed that CHO-S cells did not express Ndst2 and showed minimal expression of Hs3stf, which are known to be critical for anticoagulant heparin biosynthesis. Ndst2 plays an important role in the introduction of N-sulfo groups into GlcNAc, which in turn, is important for subsequent sulfonation of the growing HS chain (Sugahara and Kitagawa, 2002). Absence of Ndst2 expression can explain the low level of N-sulfo groups in CHO-S HS. Hs3st1 is responsible for the formation of the unique ATIII binding pentasaccharide, which makes heparin an important anticoagulant...
therapeutic molecule. We also found that the CHO-S cell line used in this study expresses Hs6st3, which plays a role in refining of the sulfated structure of HS. This has not been reported for other investigated CHO cell lines.

The development of dual NDST2 and Hs3st1 expressing cell lines was confirmed by RT-PCR and immunoblotting. The disaccharide analysis by RPIP-UPLC-MS showed a significant increase in the $N$-sulfo groups within the disaccharides of the NDST2 and Hs3st1 transfected clones, confirming the activity of NDST2. Further confirmation was provided by flow cytometry, which demonstrated an increase in the binding of fluorescently labeled FGF-2 in clones Dual-3 and Dual-29 compared to CHO-S. The increase in FGF-2 binding is explained by the increased sulfo-group composition of newly synthesized HS, which FGF-2 prefers (Esko and Selleck, 2002). As the available heparin lyases do not cut the HS chain in the 3-O-sulfo group containing sequences, RPIP-UPLC-MS could not be used to confirm the activity of Hs3st1. Flow cytometry confirmed an increase in binding of ATIII to the engineered HS, which showed that Hs3st1 is active. This also was confirmed by anti-factor Xa assay, which affords a measure of HS anticoagulant activity. Quantifying enzyme activity will be necessary to demonstrate the biological activity of the engineered enzymes, but a method is not available at this time.

In the dual-expressing cell lines, the amounts of HS/heparin in the media were increased significantly compared to HS/heparin extracted from the cells, which implies that HS/heparin on the membrane are shed into the medium. Hence, we appear to have increased the metabolic flux through this pathway by metabolic engineering. Increased HS/heparin in the media also supports the hypothesis that bioengineered HS chains will still use the HS core proteins, syndecans and glypicans, for targeting to the outside of the cell. Alternatively, the cells may also express ECM HS proteoglycans. Syndecans are type I transmembrane proteins and glypicans are glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored cell-surface proteoglycans. Using these HS core proteins will greatly simplify heparin purification as it will eliminate the necessity of cell lysis to recover the heparin. Overexpression of the core proteins might also be an option to facilitate increased traffic of bioengineered HS/heparin.

From the activity studies, we observed that the engineered HS showed more anticoagulant characteristics compared to normal HS, but there is still room for improvement. In Figs. 5 and 6, the

Fig. 5. Disaccharide analysis of HS/heparin from cell pellets by RPIP-UPLC-MS. (a) Extracted ion chromatography (EIC) of heparin disaccharide standards; (b), (c), and (d) EIC of HS/heparin disaccharides of the GAG samples from CHO-S, Dual-3 and Dual-29 cell pellets, respectively. Quantification analysis of heparin/HS disaccharides was performed using calibration curves (e).
relative amounts of disaccharide species in dual-expressing cells show unexpected patterns compared to those of pharmaceutical heparin. The major species of dual-expressing cell lines is NS disaccharide, which suggests that the expression level of NDST2 is too high and overwhelms the actions of other enzymes. Despite the fact that enzymes involved in HS biosynthesis have been cloned and expressed, and the relative reaction order in the pathway has been established, many aspects of the biosynthesis such as the type of chain modification, domain placement, and core-protein expression remain poorly understood. The mechanism that controls the HS/heparin biosynthetic pathway is also still unclear, but one widely supported hypothesis is that NDST is involved in the termination of sulfonation in HS/heparin (Esko and Selleck, 2002). Therefore, overexpression of NDST might terminate the sulfonation of HS/heparin before other sulfotransferases were able to act on the HS chain, which means that it may be necessary to balance the expression levels of the transgenes with the endogenous genes. In E. coli or Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the expression levels of enzymes involved in metabolic pathways have been controlled by gene titration, promoter engineering, or transcriptional regulation (Alper et al., 2005; Pitera et al., 2007; Michalodimitrakis and Isalan, 2009). Our next study will focus on balancing the metabolic engineering to produce an engineered HS identical to the pharmaceutical heparin in terms of structure and activity. This will require understanding the activity of the HS/heparin biosynthetic enzymes in the Golgi apparatus. Assays to establish the activity of GAG biosynthetic enzymes are under development in our laboratory. Although the amount of HS produced by CHO-S cells is not a concern at the moment, increased production to improve the yield of the biosynthesized heparin could be required to meet pharmaceutical

Fig. 6. Disaccharide analysis of HS/heparin from culture media by RPIP-UPLC-MS. (a) EIC of heparin disaccharide standards; (b), (c), and (d) EIC of HS/heparin disaccharides of the GAG samples from culture media of CHO-S, Dual-3 and Dual-29 cell lines, respectively. Quantification analysis of heparin/HS disaccharides was performed using calibration curves (e).
needs. We are currently exploring whether adherent CHO cells synthesize greater levels of HS than suspension cells and whether overexpression of EXT1 and EXT2 enzymes, which regulate HS/heparin chain polymerization, will lead to increased HS synthesis. In human embryonic kidney cells, overexpression of EXT1 and EXT2 resulted in increased HS chain length (Busse et al., 2007).

In conclusion, to produce heparin from non-animal sources, stable CHO cell lines expressing both NDST2 and Hs3st1 were established. This is an initial study to produce a heparin, a non-protein therapeutic biomolecule, in mammalian cells by metabolic engineering. The engineered HS extracted from these cell lines and culture media showed that the ratio of NS to OS was significantly increased and that ATIII and FGF-2 binding activity were increased compared to CHO-S cells. The disaccharide analysis implied that balancing the expression of enzymes along with modification of other factors such as core proteins might be necessary to achieve a pharmacological heparin.
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